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. Dusting and searching for its next victim.Postoperative
Immediate Breast Reconstruction: The Role of Mastectomy
Skin Flaps in the "Delayed" Transtibial Approach. Skin-
sparing mastectomy (SSM) has become increasingly popular
for breast cancer surgery. The primary goal of this study was
to evaluate the immediate breast reconstruction (IBR) results
when using both the subpectoral and modified Baker
methods in patients who had undergone SSM with the
reduction of resected gland mass. A secondary aim was to
evaluate factors that may have influenced postmastectomy
skin flap survival. The authors compared the breast
reconstruction outcomes in two groups of patients who
underwent SSM. The study cohort had undergone SSM with
reduction of resected gland mass using the conventional
deep inferior epigastric perforator (DIEP) flap (group 1) or an
extended DIEP flap (group 2). After the skin incision, the
surgeons immediately transferred the skin flap to the
inframammary fold after dissection of the pectoralis major
muscle. The aesthetic outcomes were evaluated by a plastic
surgeon who independently reviewed photographs and
clinical pictures. Fifty-one patients were enrolled in the
study. Group 1 had 41 breasts and group 2 had 36 breasts.
The mean follow-up period was 519.14 ± 253.12 days. The
patient satisfaction rates were statistically similar between
groups. However, the preoperative plan and postoperative
breast volume were significantly higher in group 2. The
postoperative mastectomy scar in group 2 was significantly
longer, especially in the vertical direction (P =.009). In
addition, flaps were significantly longer in group 2 (P
[Psychiatric emergencies in the primary care setting]. The
criteria for psychiatric care were defined in the first part of
this article (psychiatric emergencies). The work of a family
doctor depends on the initial assessment, the diagnostic
assessment, the treatment, and follow-up. The majority of
the population suffering from psychiatric complaints is not
recognized by the family doctor as needing treatment and so
seeks help elsewhere. There is
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